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★ Find all the answers to collect letters for the key word _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Across
1. a polygon with a dent in it
4. They hold hands and they are 180 in total, 

they are ...
8. 125 and 512 are not same, even the digits are 

same. the thing is that the digit location 
matters, every place in a number has its ...

9. I have a pen, I have an apple, mmm apple-
pen! apple-pen is image; pen and apple are ...

11. two segmants meet at ..., two rays meet at ...., 
but two lines don't

12. we move a table, we rotate it, but it is still the 
same table, because all the transformations 
we do are...

13. the shop is right in front of me, on the ... side 
of the street. if I would be number 1, the shop 
should be -1, the road between us is 0, 1 and 
-1 are ... too

14. every student must have a copybook, the 
more students the more copybooks, it is a ...

16. How to perform the ... of this shape? I don't 
understand you, I need ...

17. a barrel, a hat, a cup

Down
2. somebody says it means bad, others would 

say it is just opposite to positive
3. It is not the exact result, it is just an ...
5. it is flat as a desk, it could fly sometimes
6. we start at the origin, we follow the direction, 

all the steps are equal, seems we follo the 
straight line, which calls ...

7. 1 over A is the ... of A
10. make it lesser
15. this number has no fractional or decimal part, 

it is a ... number


